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'Nifty index opened positive and continued its buying
interest for second consecutive session. It has been
holding above its support trend line by connecting the
lows of 8713, 8903 and 9024 levels. It closed above
immediate hurdle of 9133 and registered a highest daily
close in last eight trading sessions. Now till it holds above
9075 zone, it has potential to extend its up move towards
its life time high of 9218 while on the downside supports
are seen at 9119 and 9075.

Sector  Outlook

BANKS POSITIVE

CAPITAL GOODS POSITIVE

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

STRATEGY :  Reliance Call Ladder Spread

Instrument      B/S Lot Reco CMP
Reliance 27APR 1300 CE     Buy 1 22.0 22.0

Reliance 27APR 1340 CE     Sell 1 12.4 12.4

Reliance 27APR 1400 CE     Sell 1 5.3 5.3

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

9151 9218 9280 9119 9075

3 Indian markets saw gains led by financials.
Hopes of M&A activity did not play out as the
Kotak press conference was more about cus-
tomer acquisition. The targeted customer ac-
quisition does suggest inorganic growth plans
but the management did not indicate anything.
SC bans sale, registration of vehicles from April
1st. This led to correction in auto stocks. Rupee
continued to see strength which could have
implications for export plays. Flows remained
positive. Global cues remain mixed. Govt ac-
tion continues to be positive. GST is seen pro-
gressing and is likely to meet the July 1st dead-
line. Overall bias remains positive for domes-
tic market.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 30-Mar ( imm) 9200 6546750 -169725

BankNifty 30-Mar ( imm)21500 1168520 -30040

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 30-Mar ( imm) 9100 5213325 915300

BankNifty 30-Mar ( imm)21200 833760 196720

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target: Rs. 17000 between 1340-1400; SL: Rs.2100 below 1300;
Hedge:  Buy Future above 1420; Approx margin: Rs. 162000

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

SIEMENS BUY 1250 1230 1300

Trading Idea - Cash & Future

MAHLIFE Right Issue of Equity Shares
MUTHOOTFIN Interim Dividend - INR 6.00

PFC Interim Dividend - INR 5.00
SHARDACROP Interim Dividend - INR 2.00

IFCI, JINDALSTEL, JPASSOCIAT, ORIENTBANK, TV18BRDCST

Corporate Action:

Security in Ban period:

US Event - Quarterly GDP and Initial Jobless claims

Today Event

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

65.12 65.00 64.85 65.35 65.50

Sideways-to-negative move looks likely as long as 65.50 -
65.60 is capped as resistance.
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Derivatives Idea

Buy 1 Lot 1300 CE
Sell 1 Lot 1340 CE
Sell 1 Lot 1400 CE

3 Reliance has been consolidating in last few
trading session

3 Put built-up at 1240-1260 could provide im-
mediate support while unwinding in 1260 CE
could propel momentum above 1300

3 Considering positive bias and bullish momen-
tum,  Call Ladder Spread is recommended

Institution      Net B/S  OI

INDEX FUTURES 755 Long

INDEX OPTIONS 122 Short Unwinding

STOCK FUTURES 211 Long

FII F&OFII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII 461 26700 49790

DII 1283 -7597 9840

Trading Calls

   MBP INR 1250

   Target INR 1300

3 'It has been making higher top - higher bottom
formation on daily chart and surpassed its fall-
ing supply trend line

3 It took  support near to 1220-1225 and closed
above its multiple hurdle of 1257

3 Thus, recommending to buy with the trading
SL of 1230 for a potential upside target of 1300

Buy

SIEMENS

Call Ladder Spread

Reliance

Long Built-up ( Combined) Short Built-up ( Combined) Long Unwinding ( Combined) Short Covering ( Combined)
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

Navneet Education - Initiating Coverage (CMP 153, TP 210, Recom. BUY)

3 Co is in the business of (a) publishing - educational, supplementary, children's and general books, (b) stationery products, and (c) digital education

3 Change of Syllabus in standard X in FY18 and FY19, key triggers for growth

3 Common curriculum - huge opportunity in CBSE space

3 High-margin exports to drive growth in stationery business

3 Expect 22% revenue CAGR and 26% PAT CAGR over FY17-19

3 We value the company at 20xFY19E EPS

Automobile - SC restricts sale of BS-III vehicles beyond March

3 Industry has unsold BS-III vehicles inventory of ~0.82-0.90m units as of last week

3 Highest impact of the ban would be felt by the CV segment as significant inventory was built up in anticipation of pre-buying

3 Our top picks are Tata Motors, Maruti Suzuki and Amara Raja. We also believe that MM is the best play on rural market recovery
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3 NSE USDINR traded with negative bias in the previous session closing near its

critical supports at 65.10 - 65.00.

3 Short-term resistances for the pair remains at 65.50 - 65.60 area.

3 Initial pullback looks possible as the 14-period RSI is in over sold zone around

20

3 Downside for the pair will extend only if price break and sustains below sup-

port and it could test 64.85 - 64.60 levels

3 Selling only below supports is advised

Currency Ideas

USDINR EURINR

3 EURINR slashed down sharply in the preceding session closing lower by more

than 0.50% at 70.39

3 Negative opening will be seen as per parity and bias looks sideways-to-nega-

tive in short-term.

3 Immediate resistance is around 70.55 whereas critical resistance is at 70.80 -

70.90 levels.

3 Selling on rise is advised targeting 69.70 - 69.45 levels
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